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Hot dog vendots cut the·mustard
. '·

By Harriet C. Johnson
USA TODAY
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NEW ORLEANS - Wearing .
an unmistakable red-andwhit~triped coat and a soda
·· jerk's hat, a man stands behind
·, a pushcart shaped like a hot .
<dog. Really shaped like one,
complete to the mustard dripping down the sides. He reaches into the dog and pulls
-out a hot one.
You can see that scene a
hundred times a night on Bourbon Street, where Lucky Dog
vendors are only slightly less
common than imitation gas
lights. They are a fixture both
in city law - Lucky Dog is the
only company allowed to sell
hot dogs year-round downtown
- and in the image of the
French Quarter.
Nineteen of the 20 original
Lucky Dog wagons, first put on
the streets in 1947 or 1948 (no
one can remember exactly),
are still in service. Owner Doug
Talbot, who bought the compa. ny in 1969, says he doesn't use
~ll his carts, adjusting the number according to the stream of
tourists into town.
"Business is down 90 percent," Talbot says, because the
Quarter's streets are being repaved for next year's World's
Fair. It has been "trenches and .
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LUCKY: James Lott's pushcart in New Orleans' Jackson Square.
holes" for 14 weeks, and, "The
crowds are much much less."
But that doesn't put the wagons out of commission. Only

motorists weaving along the
narrow side streets do that.
The characters who sell
Lucky Dogs blend in with the
/
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Quarter's street scene. The
vendors used to be carnies, Talbot says; nowadays they often
come from the oil fields. The
vendors "may drink a little too
much or steal too much, but
they're not bad people," Talbot
says. Some stay for a night,
· \
some for years.
, Jack Abbott, prison·~r-author
. of In the Belly of the Beast, sold
Lucky Dogs while on the run
after murdering a waiter in
New York. So did Ignatius
J. Reilly, the main character of
the Pulitzer Prize-winning nov- 1
el A Confederacy of Dunces.
Author John Kennedy Toole
. must have worked there, says
General Manager Jerry Stra·
han, because the book's details
are accurate.
'
Lucky Dog vendors work as ;
contract salespeople, earning a I
22 percent commission. A vendor can sell from 10 to 150 of
the $1.35 hot dogs a day, and up
to 400 a day in Mardi Gras.
Talbot's trying to expand the
business by bidding for a concession at next year's World
Fair. But Lucky Dogs will still
work the Quarter, tending to
the tourists, streetwalkers, tapdan<:ers and characters who
thrive there. "If you can't deal
with this kind of people," says
longtime vendor Jimmy Moss,
"you shouldn't be here."

